Mapping System and termed as THA (THA-160, THA-256). The THA-160 compresses a message of arbitrary length into a fingerprint of 160 bits, well the THA-256 compresses a message of arbitrary length into a fingerprint of 256 bits. The algorithm adopts a piecewise message expansion scheme. Compared with SHA-1 and SHA-256 message expansion, the message expansion scheme has enhanced the degree of nonlinear diffusion of the message expansion, and thus increased the computation efficiency. In addition, as the major nonlinear component of compression function, the traditional logic functions are replaced by the integer tent map, and so the scheme has ideal properties of diffusion and confusion. Furthermore, the parallel iteration structure is adopted in the compression functions, which is advantageous to high speed parallel operation of software and hardware. Preliminary security testing indicates that, this Hash function has a high degree of security, and it can be realized easily with great rapidity. Therefore, it is an ideal substitution for conventional Hash function.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hash functions are essentially easy to compute functions that produce a digital fingerprint of messages or data and they are ubiquitous in today's IT systems and have a wide range of applications in security protocols and schemes, such as providing software integrity, digital signatures and password protection. Furthermore, hash function algorithms have been used for constructing pseudo-random number generators, key derivation algorithms, message authentication codes, as well as stream ciphers and block ciphers.
In recent years, an extensive attention has been given to the design and analysis of hash functions within the field of cryptology. The attacks used to find the "breakthrough" collisions presented at the rump session of Crypto'04 by Wang et al. [10] . At that conference, Wang announced the presence of collisions within for MD4, MD5, HAVAL-128 and RIPEMD. "Finding collisions by SHA-1" by Wang and Yu is another breakthrough in the hash functions history [11] .
Based on the MD iteration structure [3] , the conventional Hash functions (MDx and SHA) have many common design guidelines. The designs of their mixed operations for each round are very similar, and all of them adopt integer modulo addition and logic function; therefore, many Hash functions have been breached successively within a short period of time, which indicates the defects in the design of the Hash functions.
In recent years, in order to obtain more secure hash functions, the research on constructing one-way hash function has been carried out and it has achieved progress by utilizing the sensitivity of the chaotic system to the variation of the variables and parameters [12, 18, 17, 13, 8, 1, 2, 4, 7, 20] . But at present, the Hash function structure scheme, which is based on the Chaos Theory, is not acceptable to the world due to the degradation of dynamic properties of digital chaotic system and the defects of the structure scheme itself [5, 14] .
To work out the SHA-3, a new cryptographic Hash algorithm standard, the analysis and assessment of the Hash algorithm Competition, held by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), is quite popular all around the world. Most of the schemes of SHA-3 algorithm, accepted by NIST, are improvements of the conventional algorithm, which are filled with the elements of old cryptographic algorithm. However, the paper combines the research result of the chaotic hash function with the conventional hash function structure method, improves the design standard and the message expansion mode of conventional hash function and eventually proposes a coupled integer tent mapping system-based cryptographic one-way hashing algorithm termed as THA(Tent map-based hash algorithm). THA-160 compresses a message of arbitrary length into a fingerprint of 160 bits; THA-256 compresses a message of arbitrary length into a fingerprint of 256 bits. The algorithm adopts a piece-wise message expansion scheme. Compared with SHA-1 and SHA-256 message expansion, the message expansion scheme has enhanced the degree of nonlinear diffusion of the message expansion, and thus increases the computation efficiency. In addition, the integer tent map replaces the traditional logic functions as the major nonlinear component of compression function, and so the scheme has ideal properties of diffusion and confusion. Furthermore, the parallel iteration structure is adopted in the compression functions, which is advantageous to high speed parallel operation of software and hardware.
II. INTEGER TENT MAP

A. The Standard Uniform Distribution Property of the Integer Tent Map
The tent map is 1-D and piecewise-linear map as follows [18] :
This mapping is chaotic within the real number field and one of its excellent characteristics is the uniform distribution function. When the parameter α=0.5, real number operations will be turned into integer operations:
In which, l＝2k-1 and the map F is termed as Integer Tent Map. The multiplication (division) within the integer fields in the formula (1) is turned into shifting function in the formula (2).
Definition: if the possible values of the random variable X in the set of integer are 0, 1… l and they are distributed as: Then, the random variable X will be submitted to the uniform distribution in the integer [ 
Also as ε<l, so ε≤2
k -2, then:
Integer tent map has the nonlinear nature of rolled-out and folded-over, and its rolled-out characteristic will finally lead to the exponent separation of the adjacent points. While its folded-over characteristic keeps generating sequence with boundary, and makes the mapping irreversible.
B. Realization approach of Integer Tent Map
Suppose D =2 31 , operator (? :) in C language could be used in GF (2 32 ) to describe Eq.(2) as follows:
Obviously, Eq. (3) could be realized through simple logical judgment, logic reverse and shifting operations. If it is realized by assembly language or hardware, then the operation could be further simplified: Testing whether the highest digit is 0 or not, if it is 0, then shift one digit to left and add 1; otherwise, shift one digit left after bitwise complement operation. Simple as the operation is, it will be translated into jump instruction if we come cross if block here. Considering the effect of the jump instruction to the pipeline efficiency of modern Super Pipeline CPU, the water flow could be blocked whenever the branch forecast fails and thus prolong the instruction period. To avoid if jump, we adopt another equivalent form of Eq. (2) (described by C language operator):
It can be seen that, simple instructions are solely used in Eq. (4) which completely avoids the jumping operation.
C. Coupled Integer Tent Mapping System
Since the Integer Tent Maps are defined within the integer set, the iterative sequence generated from the formula must turn to periodical form. In the iteration process, the disturbance is applied to breaking the inherent cycle of the Integer Tent Maps to improve the Ergodicity of the Integer Tent Maps. As a result, the iteration series of the systems are randomized. Thus, we build the following coupled mapping system model:
The operators in the formula are described in the following text. Fig.1 is the result of the state variable 
Ⅲ. PIECE-WISE MESSAGE EXPANSION
A. SHA-1 Message Expansion
The iterative hash functions can be divided into MDx and SHA family and the important feature that distinguishes SHA family from MDx is that the message expansion of SHA family is conducted in the manner of recursive expansion. The so-called message expansion refers to a process in which the current input message block is expanded into a number of words. For SHA-1, the message block is represented by 32-bit words, denoted by M t , with 0≤t≤15. In the message expansion, this input is expanded into 80 32-bit words W t , also denoted as the 2560-bit expanded message row-vector. The words W t are defined as follows [6] : In the message block space of SHA-1, the searching space generated from 16 32-bits free variables could reach as high as 2 512 . However, as the message expansion adopted by SHA-1 is a kind of quasi-cyclic codeword with linear features, the searching scope of minimum message weight could be narrowed to 2 38 . In the message space of 2 512 , the minimum weight of SHA-1 is 44. To describe the process of the message expansion, we randomly select a message block (512bits), then observe the effects on 2048(64*32) expansion bits in the subsequent recursive process after each change of one single bit. The results are illustrated in Fig.2 .
B. SHA-256 Message Expansion
It should be noted that SHA-256, unlike SHA-1, has only 64 steps. Two reasons can be used to explain the safety of SHA-256: firstly, since SHA-256 produces a 256 bit output, its nonlinear block cipher has eight 32 bit registers instead of five possessed by SHA-1. This in turn means that any disturbance introduced using the expanded message words W i carries on for at least eight rounds(instead of five), and hence the probability of forcing local collisions goes down. Secondly, the SHA-256 message expansion code itself is more involved and possibly has better minimum distance. It is defined as follows:
We randomly select a message block (512bits), then observe the effects on 1536(48*32) expansion bits in the subsequent recursive process after each change of one single bit. The results are illustrated in Fig.3 .
As the modulo addition operation with nonlinear features is firstly adopted in SHA-256, the effect of message expansion of SHA-256 is better than that of SHA-1. However, since too many circular shift operation and bitwise XOR operation (each recursive computation needs four times of circular shift operations, twice of right-shift operations, four times of bitwise XOR operations, and three times of addition modulo operations) have been adopted in the message expansion of the SHA-256, its computation efficiency is rather low. The message expansion modes of the other members of the SHA-2 family (SHA-384, SHA-512) are very similar to that of SHA-256.
The complexity of the differential cryptanalysis of Hash function is directly proportional to the differential diffusion degree of the message in compression functions (a useful heuristic, which is often used in the analysis of SHA-0 and SHA-1, is each bit difference in the key (in the latter 64 rounds) lowers the probability of success on average by a factor of 2 2.5 ). The larger the minimum weight of the massage expansion is, the more complex the differential cryptanalysis of the compression 
C. Piece-wise Message Expansion Scheme of THA-160
The paper [9] improves the message expansion mode of SHA-1, which enhances the degree of differential diffusion and the quantity of computation. With reference to the design idea of the paper [9] , we work out a piecewise message expansion scheme. Firstly, ten times of recursive expansion is conducted through circular shift and addition modulo modes aiming to enhance the relevancy between each bit of expansion message and 512 bits message block. Then process codeword message expansion by a simple addition modulo. The piece-wise message expansion is defined as follows:
The author tested the differential diffusion characteristics of the Eq. (8) and observed the influence of each change of one single bit upon 2048(64*32) expansion bits in the subsequent recursive process. The results are illustrated in Fig.4 .
We attempt to get an idea about the effect of all the changes in the above message expansion schemes. For the single bit differences, Table 1 illustrates the comparison of the number of affected bits in message expansion when the variants are 36, 64, 80 steps. It must be pointed out that, the expanded message code weight acquired from the experiment is the result of a block of randomly selected message (512bit) and 1 bit change each time. The experimental result given in table 1 sufficiently indicates that the piece-wise message expansion can promote the diffusion degree of message difference. In addition, under the condition of the main frequency of P4, 2.0GHz, the author tested the computation efficiency of SHA-1, SHA-256 and the piece-wise expanded message. When the recursive process is 80 steps, the execution efficiency of the piecewise message expansion mode is improved by 29% compared with that of SHA-1, and by 48% with that of SHA-256.
D. Piece-wise-nonlinear Message Expansion Scheme of THA-256
From the realization process of integer tent map, we can conclude that integer tent map is extremely sensitive to the highest digit of the message. Therefore, ten times of recursive expansion is conducted through circular shift and addition modulo modes before using integer tent maps to make message expansion. The purpose of these operations is to enhance the relevancy between high bit digit of expansion message and 512 bits message block. The piece-wise-nonlinear message expansion is defined as follows:
The author tested the differential diffusion characteristics of the Eq. (9) and observed the influence of each change of one single bit upon 1536(48*32) expansion bits in the subsequent recursive process. The results are illustrated in Fig.5 . Table 2 illustrates the comparison of SHA-1, SHA-256 and THA-256. Having adopted the modulo addition operation, with nonlinear features, Eq. (9) further introduces integer tent map and makes the message diffusion and propagation very complex. The experimental result given in table 2 sufficiently indicates that the piece-wise-nonlinear message expansion can promote the diffusion degree of message difference. In (4) Five 32-bit initial parameter：
(5) Piece-wise message expansion scheme (Eq. (8)) is adopted in the message expansion.
(6) Parallel iterated processing based on Coupled Integer Tent Mapping System (Eq. (5)).
4) Repeating step 2) ~3) through to the last message block.
5) The result 160-bits message digest of the message, M, is x 0 || x 1 || x 2 || x 3 || x 4 .
B. THA-256
(1) Padding the Message：Suppose that the length of the message, M, is l bits. Append the "1" to the end of the message, followed by k zero bits, where k is the smallest, non-negative solution to the equation l+1+k=960 mod 1024. Parse the padded message into N 1024-bit message blocks,
(2) Parse the message block M i into two groups, Each one is constituted by sixteen 32-bit message words ， respectively is m 0 ,m 1 ,…,m 15 and , ,…, ． 
(5) Piece-wise-nonlinear message expansion scheme (Eq. (9)) is adopted in the message expansion for m 0 , m 1 , …, m 15 (5)). 
When t is odd， k=((t-1)/2)*8+16;
x ; 4) Repeating step 2) ~3) through to the last message block.
5) The result 256-bit message digest of the message, M,
C. Characteristics Analysis of THA
(1) Substitute Integer Tent Map for conventional logic functions. In the conventional Hash functions design, logic function (round function) is taken as the major nonlinear component of mixed operation. HAVAL adopts logical functions that have high non-linearity, and, is 0-1 balance and satisfy the Strict Avalanche Criterion [19] . However, adopting modular differential method could find one collision of HAVAL-128 within the period of 2 7 times of HAVAL-128 operations [15] . It indicates that the selection of ideal logic function does not make the Hash functions safe enough. In logic function, various inputs could generate the same outputs, which we call as value collision of logic function. Due to the value collision of logic function, the interior of compress function could generate differential convergence. Wang et al. just use this feature of logic function to control differential convergence, and find the collision of the MD5 and HAVAL-128 by combining the technologies such as diversity of formula of integer mode reduction difference, transfer characteristics of left shift difference, and bit modification, etc.
Integer tent maps are uniformly distributed and have good nonlinear features, and they are easily realized with fast computation speed, but they are 1-1 mapping between the single variables and have no value collision problems. Diffusion mechanisms of conventional Hash functions (MD5, SHA-1, etc) are realized by the mixed operation of modular 32 addition, and bitwise Boolean Operation. The change of each bit is realized by shifting or carrying to affect other bits. THA still has logic shifting and diffusion mechanism of addition modulo 2 32 . For THA, the important thing is that, whenever the mappings are transformed, besides moving the state variable 1 bit to the left, the difference characteristics of the highest bit could also lead this state variable to generate the maximum extended codeword weight. Furthermore, each message bit difference has chance to trigger dynamic differential diffusion through circular shift operation and coupling diffusion of coupled integer tent mapping system.
(2) Message expansion mode has been improved, and the diffusion and confusion of message in mixed operation is accelerated in mixed function.
(3) The operation steps of conventional Hash functions can only be realized by serial mode. The iteration structure of internal compression function of THA is different from MD5 and SHA, etc. Its realization is suitable to the parallel operation, and can avoid the problem of local collision existing in the Hash functions of SHA family [11] .
(4) THA algorithm inherits the design idea of the conventional Hash algorithm featured by simple description and easy realization, borrows and improves the tent map model which is widely applied in the research of chaotic cryptography. With these merits, it transforms the tent map model from real number field to integer set and realizes the diffusion and confusion of message by adopting rolled-out and folded-over nonlinear nature of the tent map as well as its feature of uniform distribution. All of the algorithms adopt simple operations based on 32 bit operands, which is helpful to achieve the high speed operation of both software and hardware.
Ⅴ. STATISTIC ANALYSIS ON DIFFUSION AND CONFUSION
A dependence test method is introduced in the statistical analysis of the security of block cipher [16] . In this paper, the author adopted the test method to analyze statistically the security of Hash algorithm on diffusion and confusion.
For H is a Hash of n input bits and m output bits, the input vector x=(x 1 ,…,x n )∈(0,1) n , the vector x 
.
The Hamming weight w(x) of x is defined as the number of nonzero components of x.
A Hash function H of n input bits and m output bits is said to be complete, if each output bit depends on each input bit.
A Hash function H has the avalanche effect, if an average of 1/2 of the output bits changes whenever a single input bit is complemented.
A Hash function H satisfies the strict avalanche criterion, if each output bit changes with a probability of 1/2 whenever a single input bit is complemented.
For X is a set of input bits of Hash function.
,…,n and j=1,2,…,m) denotes the number of inputs for which complementing the i-th input bit results in a change of the j-th output bit;
, …,n and j=1, 2, …,m) denotes the number of inputs for which complementing the i-th input bit results in a change of j output bits.
The degree of completeness is defined as:
The degree of avalanche effect is defined as:
And the degree of strict avalanche criterion is defined as:
If H (.) is stochastic transformation, the paper gives the following conclusion [21] :
1) The tested sample amount X should be at least nm×
Where z α/2 is the z-value with an area α/2 in the right tail of a standard normal distribution.
It is necessary to point out that the ideal Hash functions should be a random mapping from all possible input values to limited possible output values. Strictly speaking, the Hash function like random mapping does not exist, because Hash function is deterministic, and the certainty and uniform output characteristics mean that the entropy of the output is larger than the input entropy. However, according to the Shannon Entropy Theory, it is impossible that a deterministic function could amplify entropy. Our design aims at making it impossible to distinguish the probability distribution of Hash functions and random mapping from each other. If the tested values of d c , d a , d sa of a real hash function fall into the confidence interval, it indicates that the Hash algorithm satisfies the basic requirements of nonlinear diffusion.
A. Statistic Analysis of THA-160
Given input length n=512 bits, output length m=160 bits, under the significance level of α=0.05, we can get the following result theoretically: 1) z α/2 =1.96, sample capacity X is 320000; 2) d c =1.000000; 3)E{d a }=0.999888, the confidence interval is approximated as (0.999876, 0.999900); 4)E{d sa }=0.998589, the confidence interval is approximated as (0.998577, 0.998601). We randomly select 320000 blocks of 512bit (taken Rand( ) from Visual C) sample set X as input message words of THA-160. The actual test results are shown in Table 3 .
The same test on SHA-1 has been carried out and the actual test results are shown in Table 4 .
It can be seen from Table 4 (Since the THA-160 algorithm adopts parallel iteration structure, and its iterative 1 step could roughly be corresponding to the iterative 5 steps of SHA-1, successively, iterative 2 steps of THA-160 could be corresponding to the iterative 10 steps of SHA-1, ……).
B. Statistic Analysis of THA-256
In order to compare with SHA-256, given input length n=512 bits, output length m=256 bits, under the significance level of α=0.05, we can get the following result theoretically: We randomly select 503526 blocks of 512-bit (taken Rand( ) from Visual C) sample set X as input message words of THA-256. The actual test results are shown in Table 5 .
The same test on SHA-256 has been carried out and the actual test results are shown in Table 6 .
Ⅵ. ANALYSIS OF COLLISION RESISTANCE
Collision attack refers to the process of finding out two different messages and making them produce the same Hash results. In this paper, the author intends to test the collision resistance ability of the algorithm quantitatively. First, randomly select a section of plaintext is in the plaintext space, and work out its Hash value which will be expressed in single byte character. Then another new Hash result will be available by randomly selecting and changing the value of one-bit in the plaintext. The distance between the two Hash values is defined as:
Among which, e i and stand for the i-th character of the initial and the new Hash values respectively. S stands for the number of single byte character expressed in Hash value. The function t(· ) transform e i and into corresponding numbers in decimal system. If the two Hash values are respectively formed by two independent and uniformly distributed random sequences, theoretically, the average distance of per character between the two Hash values should be 85.33 [8] .
To THA-160, the average distance per character of the Hash values is tested through random selecting of input samples with an input length of n=512 bits. After statistical tests of 100,000 times, the actual test results are shown in Table 7 .
It can be seen from Table 4 that after iterative one-step the average distance per character of Hash values of the THA-160 algorithm tends to be steady and much closer to its theoretical value. The test result indicates that the two Hash values derived from two plaintexts that only have a difference of one-bit are statistically equal to two independent, uniform and random sequences. In this sense, it is impossible to distinguish the THA-160 from random mapping through this probability model.
For comparison, Table 8 illustrates the test results of SHA-1 collision resistance. It can be seen that just after iterative 30 steps the average distance of per character of the Hash values of SHA-1 algorithm tends to be steady.
To THA-256, the average distance of per character of the Hash values is tested by random selecting of input samples with an input length of n=1024 bits. After 100,000 times of statistical tests, the actual test results are shown in Table 9 . It can be seen that after iterative twostep the average distance per character of Hash values of THA-256 tends to be steady and much close to its theoretical value.
For easy comparison, Table 11 demonstrates the speed test results of three kinds of Hash Functions (THA-160, THA-256, SHA-256, SHA-1), which are realized by C Language, under P4, 2.0GHz condition. It can be seen from Table 11 that THA is obviously faster than conventional Hash algorithm. Moreover, its internal iteration structure makes it easy to realize the parallel operation of THA and provides a larger space to improve its time performance.
Ⅷ. CONCLUSION
Considering the severe threat to the current security of the conventional Hash functions, this paper inherits the advantages of the conventional Hash functions and designs a new Hash algorithm by improving message expansion, introducing new nonlinear components and adopting the structure of parallel iteration. The THA Hash function divides this process into two steps: the first step realizes the self-diffusion of message codeword by adopting recursive mode; the second step accomplishes the confusion and diffusion of message code words and link variables. The analyses of nonlinear diffusion and collision resistance show that THA (THA-160,THA-256) provided in this paper has a high degree of security. Statistical method cannot distinguish the THA from the actual random function. And if necessary, its security can be further enhanced by simply adding variants. The THA can be easily realized, and thus it has evident advantages in execution efficiency. We will optimize this algorithm in future advanced version, introduce message diffusion mechanism and increase round times to further improve the security of this algorithm. 
